Replacing Heddles on a Direct Tie-up Ullman
Loom
Note: these instructions are for installing 200 10.5 inch heddles; 50 on each shaft.
There is very little information on the old sturdy,
workhorse 4-shaft Ullman loom, but I just replaced the
#$*&)#$& string heddles with texsolv heddles. The
instructions follow.
WARNING
Do not do anything with the texsolv bundles that you have
just purchased UNTIL you watch the youtube texsolv
video first. This is VERY important. They are configured in
a most peculiar manner and it will be a mess if you don't
watch the video.
NOW TO THE LOOM
The Ullman uses rods for
the heddle bars, and the
loops of any readily
available wire heddles
simply will not fit. The
only good solution for
replacing the awful string
heddles that may be on
your loom is texsolv.
As you can see on the
right, on the Ullman loom,
the top and bottom rods fit
into holes on the wooden
shafts at either side of the
castle. >>>

<<<<<<
Before removing the screws on the castle top, put a semi-loose loop
of sewing elastic around the upright rods at either end of the castle.

REMOVING THE RODS
For this part, I strongly recommend a calm and patient helper! (And a chair for each of
you.) One person lifts the first shaft up high, the other GENTLY fiddles the top rod out
and then the bottom rod. Set this pair aside and proceed to remove the other pairs in a
similar fashion.
DUMP the effing string heddles!
I strongly suggest polishing the rods now. Mine were pitted here and there; not
severely and nothing that two minutes with sandpaper couldn't cure. Wipe them down
good with a paper towel to get the old oxidation off. You want them slick for easy
heddle sliding.
INSTALLING the TEXSOLV HEDDLES
NOTE: working from the front of the loom, start with shaft 4 (at the back) and work your
way forward. It will be much easier.
Watch the video again and pause it as you proceed through each step.
Do exactly as the video shows. Make sure there is no twist. At the end of the video
steps, and after removing the twist ties, keep spreading them apart.
DO NOT CUT ANYTHING AT ALL until further notice!
As soon as you have the bundle properly on the top and bottom rod, re-insert the rods
into the wooden shafts and rig up a brace for each side between the wooden shafts on
the side of the castle uprights. This is to force the shafts to keep the rods in place. I used
wadded up cloth.

Once the shaft is secure, it is a good idea to count the heddles off in groups of 10 as you
spread them out. (I tied each chunk of 10 loosely with a bit of thread.)
The bundle contains 100 heddles and I wanted 50 on each shaft. This means that when
I have 5 chunks of 10, I need to cut the top and bottom wide loop between the 50 th and
the 51st heddles (when spread, this loop lies on top of the rod). Small good sharp
scissors are a real help here. (Installing 300 heddles, you would need 75 on each shaft.)

NOTE
All during this process, count twice, and look twice before you cut anything.
Now that the 50 heddles for this shaft are free of the bundle, the remaining bundled
heddles need to be secured. This is a very important step, and when done correctly will
avoid serious headaches going forward!
This step is critical. Get 5 small strings ready.
Starting at the top rod, insert your finger right
up against the rod, separating the two sides of
the heddles. Tie a string around each side with
a fairly taut bow. Do the same at the bottom
rod. Tie a final string around the middle of
the bundle.
Once all 5 ties are in place, move that bundle
to near the end of the rod and remove the
padding brace; lift up the shaft to free the top
rod. But, make sure it doesn't fall out the other
end. Slide the top of the bundle off the rod.
Have your helper hold the the rod and raise
the shaft again to free up the bottom rod. Slide
the bottom of the bundle off the shaft and reRemaining 50 heddles are in the bundle at the
insert the rods into the shaft holes.
left, separated from the 50 for this shaft.
Free at last. What I would do (but didn't do, and just now thought of it) is get some
string and tie it tight all the way around shaft 4, pulling the shafts onto the rods so they
won't slip out. You want to hold the rods in place while you muck with the rest of the
shafts. This will save you a lot of grumbling.
Now that the shaft is secure, you can do the finishing touches. While the little bundles
of 10 are still tied, use your small, sharp scissors to cut the little loops at the bottom and
top of the heddles. Untie the middle little bundle and spread it into 2 groups of 5; cut
the middle long loop lying on top of the bar. (If there's one on the bottom, cut that as
well; I just can't remember if there was one on the bottom.) Push the 25 heddles to the
left and the other 25 to the right. Now untie all the bundles and cut the flat joining
loops that lay on the bar as you spread the heddles out.
You are DONE with that shaft.

Now you have all you need to
know to do the other three
shafts! Then . . .

HAVE FUN with
your
refurbished
loom!!
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